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A superAFL is a family of languages closed under union with unitary sets, 
intersection with regular sets, and nested iterated substitution and containing 
at least one nonunitary set. Every superAFL is a full AFL  containing all 
context-free languages. If ~ is a full principal AFL, then 5~(~°), the least 
superAFL containing .L#, is full principal. If ~q~ is not substitution closed, 
the substitution closure of ~ is properly contained in  5%°(-~). The indexed 
languages form a superAFL which is not the least superAFL containing the 
one-way stack languages. If ~ has a decidable emptiness problem, so does 
5~(~) .  If ~" is an AFA, ~q' = ~L'°(~ s) and ~w is the family of machines 
whose data structure is a pushdown store of tapes of ~s, then -L~°(~ ) = ~o~(~qo) 
if, and only if, ~ is nontrivial. If  N~ is uniformly erasable and ~o(N~) has 
a decidable emptiness problem, then it is decidable if a member of N~ is 
finitely nested. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there have been several investigations of the closure under 
substitution of various families of languages [12], [13], [19], [21], [22], and 
of the relation of substitution to AFLs in general [15], [10]. A machine 
realization of the substitution closure of a full AFL ~ was obtained by 
finitely nesting tapes of any machine representation for~L# [15]. It was shown 
that if any full AFL ~ is not closed under substitution, then ~o,  the result 
of substituting members of L~ ° into c~, is not substitution closed and hence 
generates an infinite hierarchy of full AFLs and the substitution closure of &o 
is not full principal [14]. In this paper we define a generalization of the 
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substitution operator, called nested iterated substitution, examine the 
properties of families of languages closed under nested iterated substitution, 
establish the appropriate machine characterization and discuss related 
decision problems. 
If  r is a substitution such that a E z(a) for all a, then we let zl(L) = z(L), 
and zk+l(L) = z(z~(L)) for k ~ 1, and r°°(L) = 0~ zn(L) • We call 7oo a nested 
iterated substitution. Kr~il showed that the context-free languages are closed 
under nested iterated substitution [18]. We define a superAFL as a family 
of languages closed under union with unitary sets (sets whose members have 
length at most one), intersection with regular sets and nested iterated 
substitution and containing at least one nonunitary set, and show in Section 2 
that every superAFL is a full AFL containing all context-free languages. 
In Section 4 we show that if ~ is a full principal AFL, so is ~oo(~), the 
least superAFL containing ~¢; if a full AFL ~ is not substitution closed, 
then the substitution closure of ~q~ is properly contained in ~9~00(~). 
If  ~s  is a family of one-way nondeterministic a ceptors (an AFA [6]), 
we define ~w, a well-nested AFA, as the family of all one-way nondeter- 
ministic acceptors having as data structure a pushdown store of tapes which 
are themselves data structures for members of ~8. That is, members of ~w 
have nests, each of which can be viewed as the single tape of a member of ~8, 
and can in each step either compute in the top (i.e., last opened) nest, push 
open a new nest which opens in the initial configuration (taken as the null 
string) or pop closed a nest which contains only the null string and so is 
back in the initial configuration. We define ~,  the corresponding ested AFA, 
as possessing in addition the power to duplicate the top nest. For any family 
./~ of acceptors we let ~(~g)  be the corresponding family of languages they 
accept. An AFA is nontrivial if its tape can ever contain a nonempty string 
and later erase that string. Aho and Ullman have shown that the indexed 
languages are superAFL and that they are defined by nested pdas with 
duplicate instructions [3]. We generalize this by showing that every non- 
trivial nested AFA and every nontrivial well-nested AFA defines a superAFL. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we show that ~qo(~w) = ~9~oo(~(~s)), if and only if ~s  is 
nontrivial. Thus, well-nested AFAs are the machine realization for superAFLs 
precisely as finitely nested AFAs are the machine realization for substitution 
closed full AFLs, and AFAs characterize full AFLs [6], [15]. 
In Section 5 we show that if the emptiness problem is decidable for a full 
AFL .oc~ °, it is decidable for SPoo(~o). I f the emptiness problem is decidable 
for ~o(~s) and ~s  satisfies a condition we call uniform erasability, then it is 
decidable whether a member of ~w is finitely nested, namely, whether the 
number of nests opened is bounded for all inputs. I f  ~8 does not meet this 
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condition, then k may be undecidable whether a member of ~w is finitely 
nested, even if ~qo(~) contains only regular sets. 
This raises the whole question of representations and AFA-invariant 
operations, which is briefly examined in Section 6. The operation of nested 
iterated substitution appears to be "invariant" since if S¢ = ~.¢(~s), that is, 
if ~s  is any nontrivial machine representation of ~a, then I¢(~w) is the least 
full AFL  containing ~a and closed under nested iterated substitution. On the 
other hand, we can find machine representations ~s  and ~s  for the context- 
free languages (~o(~s) = context-free languages) such that the corresponding 
nested AFA ~ yields the indexed languages but the nested AFA ~ yields 
all recursively enumerable sets. Thus, whatever operations yield the indexed 
languages from the context-free languages do not appear to be AFA-invariant. 
It  seems to be an interesting open problem to formulate a precise definition 
of AFA and AFL  invariant operations or properties; the problem appears 
closely tied to effective closure of families of languages under various 
operations. 
2. SUPERAFLs 
In this section we shall formally define iterated substitutions and nested 
iterated substitutions. We shall define superAFLs as families closed under 
nested iterated substitution and see that they are indeed full AFLs closed 
under substitution. In the next sections we shall see that the closure of a full 
principal AFL  under nested iterated substitution is indeed a full principal 
AFL,  so that in particular if a full principal AFL  is not substitution closed, 
its substitution closure is properly contained in its closure under nested 
iterated substitution. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L _C Z 1 and for each a in 2:1, let Za be finite and 
L,  C Z~*. Let z (a )~L ,  for each a in Z1. Let 7(xy)-~ z(x)-c(y) and 
T(L) = (Jwez z(w). Then z is a substitution. I f  ~¢ contains z(L) whenever 
L E ~ and z(a) ~ cp for each a, then ~ is substitution closed. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L _C 271, and let z be a substitution, with z(a) _C Za* 
for each a~Z 1. Extend z to Z' 1~3 (UaZa) by defining ~-(b)~---{b} for 
b ff (~)a ~a) - -  271" Let zl(L) = z(L) and zn+l(L) = z(zn(L)) for n ~ 1. Let 
z°°(L) = On zn(L) • Then z °o is an iterated substitution. It is a nested iterated 
substitution if a E z(a) for all a in Z 1 u (Ua Za). ~ is closed under nested 
iterated substitution if zoo(L) is in o5*° whenever (a) L ~ oLa, (b) zoo is a nested 
iterated substitution, and (c) r(a)~ ~a for all a 6 271 . 
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DEFINITION 2.3. A full AFL is a family of languages containing at least 
one nonempty set and closed under homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, 
intersection with regular sets, union, concatenation and Kleene closure. 
For any family of languages ~,  let o~(~cP) be the least full AFL  containing .W. 
I f  .LP = {L}, we write o~(L) instead of ~({L}); o~(L) is full principal, and L 
is a generator of o~(L). 
DEFINITION 2.4. I f  ~ is a family of languages, ~9~(~q ) is the least sub- 
stitution closed full AFL  containing ~o, and ~9~°°(~Lz o) is the least full AFL  
containing ~8 and closed under nested iterated substitution. 
We need one more definition in order to define superAFLs. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A set L is unitary if[ w [ ~< 1 for all w in L. 1 
DEFINITION 2.6. A family of languages .LP is a superAFL if it contains 
some nonunitary set and is closed under intersection with regular sets, union 
with unitary sets and nested iterated substitution. 
Our goal in this section is to show that every superAFL is a substitution 
closed full AFL  containing all context-free languages. Now since a superAFL 
is nonempty and closed under intersection with regular sets it must contain 
the empty set. Since it is closed under union with unitary sets, it must 
contain all unitary sets. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f5¢ is a superAFL, oW contains all unitary sets. 
For the next three lemmas we assume that .LP is a superAFL. We show in 
succession that -~8 is closed under length-preserving homomorphism, that ~¢ 
is substitution closed and that 5¢ contains every set of the form a*. 
LEMMA 2.2. £P is closed under length-preserving homomorphism. 
Proof. Let L _C Zl*, and let h : Zl* --+ 272* be a length-preserving 
homomorphism; that is, h(a)e Z2 for all a e Z1. For each a e Z 1 , let a be 
new. Let Z 3 = {dlaeZ1}. Let ~-l(a) ---- {a, ~$} for all aeZ  I .  Since 
contains all unitary sets, ~-l(a) e ~.  Let L 1 ~ r~(L)  n Z3*. Then ~W contains 
L 1 . Let r2(d ) = {d, h(a)}. Again, rfl°(L1) e ~a, and thus 
h(L) = ~-~(LI) n z~* ~ ~.  
LEMMA 2.3. ~ is substitution closed. 
x For  a str ing w, 1 w ] is the length of w. 
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Pro@ Let L 1 _C 2:1" , L 1 e ~o and let r be a substitution, with r(a) E ~f, 
for a e 271 . Let (Ja r(a) C__ 2"s*. For each a e 271, let ~ be new and let hi(a ) = d. 
Let ~-1(~) = {d} k) r(a) for a e Z' 1 . As in the definition of iterated substitution 
we assume that ~-~(b) = {b} where not otherwise explicitly defined. Then 
clearly z(L1) = ~-2°(hl(L1)) n Xs*. 
LEMMA 2.4. ~e contains all a* for single symbols a. 
Proof. Let L e ~o be a nonunitary set; by definition ~a must contain at 
least one such set. Then L contains some string w with ] w t >~ 2. Hence, 
{w} 6 ~.  Let w = a 1 " -%.  Let b be a new symbol. Let ~-l(ai) = {b, e}. s 
Let R ={b,  bb, e}. Then R=T~({w}) f~R~.  Let zz(b ) =R.  Then 
z~(R) = b*. Since ~o is closed under length-preserving homomorphism, ~o 
contains all a*. 
We have shown that every superAFL is closed under substitution, contains 
each a*, and by definition is closed under intersection with regular sets. 
Hence by the corollary to Theorem 4 of [16], it must be a full AFL. 
THEOREM 2.1. Every superAFL is a substitution closed full AFL. 
COROLLARY 1. Every superAFL contains all regular sets. 
COROLLARY 2. 5~°°(.o-W) is the least superAFL containing .Z'. 
Every superAFL contains more than all regular sets; it contains all context- 
free languages. Thus, in a sense to be made more precise in the next section, 
superAFLs correspond to full AFLs as context-free languages correspond 
to regular sets. 
THEOREM 2.2. Every superAFL contains all context-free languages. 
Proof. Let 2' I={X,  a l ,as ,a l ,a_s} .  Let L={X} and , (X )= 
{X, XX,  alXa_l, asXa_s, e}. Obviously ,(X) is regular and so contained 
in any superAFL. The expression for T(X) clearly corresponds to a standard 
grammar for the Dyck set on two letters, K 2 . Hence 
Ks = ~(L )  c~ (~1 - {x})* .  
By the Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem, K s is a generator of the context- 
free languages, so 5¢ must contain all context-free languages. 
As noted, the context-free languages are closed under nested iterated 
For a set A we let A*  be the monoid generated by A with identity e. 
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substitution and thus by Theorem 2.2 are the smallest superAFL. We note 
that the context-free languages are not closed under iterated substitution if
the condition a ~ ~(a) is violated. For example, if L = {a}, and T(a) ~ {aa}, 
then "r~(a) = {a~'~In >/ 1}. 
We could show by a direct syntactic proof that if ~ is a full AFL, then 
every member of 5~o(~.qo) can be obtained from o~q ° by one application of 
nested iterated substitution and intersection with regular sets of the form 
XI*, and that if ~ is full principal, then so is 5~°°(~°). It will be more con- 
venient to postpone this to Section 4 as these results are direct corollaries 
of the theorems for the corresponding machine realizations. 
3. NESTED AFA 
In [15] we saw that the operation on acceptors corresponding to the 
substitution closure of AFLs was a finite nesting of data structures of a given 
type. That is, an acceptor M is entitled to some fixed number k of tapes, 
which can be either active or inactive. Nesting means that only the last 
activated tape can be acted on; an inner tape cannot be reached again until 
the outer tapes are deactivated. Thus the machine has a last-in-first-out or 
pushdown store of tapes, limited in length to k tapes. I f  we take the union over 
all k of languages accepted by nested k-tape machines we get the substitution 
closure of the corresponding single tape family. We extend this by removing 
the finiteness condition, so that the machine may open as many nests as it 
chooses, always limited to treating only the last opened aetive nest. In other 
words, our machines have as data structure a pushdown store of data 
structures of the corresponding single-tape kind. As long as the base structure 
is nontrivial (i.e., not the type of tape which is always empty), these well- 
nested AFAs characterize superAFLs in precisely the way that AFAs 
characterize full AFLs [6]. 
Aho and Ullman [3] have shown that the indexed languages can be 
characterized by AFAs whose data structure is a pushdown store of pushdown 
stores, with an added duplicate order which replicates the topmost store. 
They call these degree 2 pushdown stores and show that this idea can be 
extended to degree n, for any n, and that all these families have decidable 
emptiness problems and are contained in the context-sensitive languages. 
We see in Sections 5 and 6 that in general the addition of a duplicate order to 
well-nested AFAs raises problems of representation. For example, we can 
find machine representations of the context-free languages uch that adding 
the duplicate order yields all recursively enumerable sets. 
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Our notation for multitape or multinest AFAs will differ from that in [15] 
which does not easily generalize to the infinke case. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An AFA schema is a quadruple 6 /= ( / , , I , f ,g)  such 
that 
(1) / ,  and I are abstract sets of symbols, and 
(2) f is a partial function, f : / , *  × I --~ F* and g is a mapping f rom/ , *  
into the finite subsets o f / , *  such that 
(a) g(e) = {e} and e G g(y)  if and only if y = e, 
(b) for each z e g(°~), there is a u~ e I with f(x, u . )= x whenever 
z eg(x), and 
(c) for each u G/, there is a finite P~ C P such that i f / I :  C P, y G F:*, 
then f (y ,  u) G (I'1 u / '~)* .  
We extend the transition function f by defining F:(x, u) = f(x, u), and 
F'~+:(x, u: ,..., U~+l ) = f(F'~(x, u: ,..., u,), u,~+:). 
DEHNITION 3.2. An AFA schema 6/= (1, I, f, g) is nontrivial if there 
areu0 ,u :  .... ,u,~eI, n >~ 1, suehthat 
f(e, Uo) -7~ e and F"+:(e, Uo , u 1 ..... u,) = e. 
DEFINITIO~ 3.3. An AFA schema (/,, L f, g) is finitely encoded if I u g(F*) 
is finite. 
Most of our results will hold only for nontrivial AFA schema. The concept 
of finitely encoded corresponds to the concept of full principal [7]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. A nested AFA is a couple (0/, ~) ,  or ~ where 6/ is 
understood, such that 
(1) 6 /= (/,, I , f ,  g) is an AFA schema, 
(2) there are three strings DUPL,  PUSH, and POP not in I, and 
(3) there is a countable set K and an infinite set 27 such that ~ is the 
family of all M = (K : ,  271, ~, qo, F) with 
(a) K:  and 271 finite, K:  C K, Z: C Z, q0 ~/£1, F _C K : ,  and 
(b) 3 a mapping from K:  × (Z' 1 u {e}) × g(/,*) into the finite subsets 
of K :  x (I  u {DUPL, PUSH,  POP}) such that 
GM = {z [ ~(q, a, z) ~ ~ for some q, a} 
is finite. 
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We introduce notation to describe the languages defined by a machine 3//. 
An instantaneous description of M is a n + 2 tuple (q, w, Yl ..... y,~) where 
q ~/£1, w ~ ZI* , and Yi ~ F*, 1 ~< i ~ n, and n is some positive integer. 
We define a relation ~ (or ~- where M is understood) among instantaneous 
descriptions as follows M 
Let (q', u) ~ 8(q, a, z) and z E g(y) .  Then for all w ~ Z l* ,y  , Yl  ,..., Yn ~ F*: 
(1) i fu~Iand  x =f (y ,  u) 
(q, aw, Yl  ..... y~ , y)  ~-- (q', w, Ya ..... y~ , x), 
(q, aw, y)  ~-- (q', w, x), 
(2) if u = PUSH 
(q, aw, Yl ..... y ,  , y)  ~-  (q', w, Yl  .... , Yn , Y, e), 
(q, aw, y)  ~-- (q', w, y,  e), 
(3) i fu  =POPandy=e 
(q, aw, Yl  ..... Yn,  Y) ~'- (q', w, Yl  ..... Yn), and 
(4) if u = DUPL  
(q, aw, y l  ..... y~ , Y) ~ (q', w, y l  ..... y,~ , Y, Y), 
(q, aw, y)  ~ (q', w, y ,  y). 
As usual, we let ~- be the reflexive transitive closure of ~---. Then L(M)  = 
{w ] ~q ~ F, (q0, w, e) ~- (q, e, e)} and £¢(~) = {L(M) ] M ~ ~}. 
We shall be interested in certain subfamilies of ~ .  I f  ~(q, a, z) _C K 1 × I 
for all q, a, z, then we call M single tape and let Ns be the family of all single 
tape aeceptors and =Ws(N)= {L(M) [M~N*}.  We call M well-nested if 
3(q, a, z) C K 1 × ( I  u {PUSH, POP}) for all q, a, z, and let ~ '  be the family 
of all well-nested M, and ~a~(~) = {L(M)  I M e ~}.  We call M finitely 
nested if it is well-nested and there is an integer k such that if 
(qo, w, e) ~- (q, e, y~ ,..., y,),  
then n ~< k; we say that M is k-nested. We let ~ I  be the family of all finitely 
nested M in ~,  and let &o1(~) = {L(M) I M ~ ~I}. 
It is obvious that we can tell if a machine is single tape or well-nested, 
although in most cases it is undecidable i l L (M)  is in ~o,(~) or =og°w(~). We 
shall see in Section 5 that if ~es(~) has a decidable mptiness problem, then 
for some representations it is decidable if M is finitely nested, but not for 
others. We shall apply the terms "nontrivial" and "finitely encoded" to 
nested AFAs if they are true of the corresponding AFA schemata. 
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The single tape machines never employ the instructions PUSH,  POP, or 
DUPL.  It is evident hat (6g, ~s)  forms an AFA in the sense of [6] or a single 
tape AFA in the sense of [15]. Thus, we can borrow the results of [6], [7], 
and [15], and summarize them below. 
THEOVa~M 3.1. ~ is a fu l l  AFL if, and only if, there is a nested AFA (5, N) 
such that ~ -~ oW*(~). ~ is a fu l l  principal AFL if, and only if, there is a 
f initely encoded nested AFA (5, ~)  such that oL~ = ~q~*(~). Furthermore, in 
each case we can assume that the corresponding AFA schema is nontrivial. 
We can think of the AFA schema as representing a particular kind of data 
structure. The machines in ~ have as storage structure a pushdown store 
whose members are tapes or nests of the kind specified by the AFA schema. 
The machine can act on the top nest in the manner of a single tape machine, 
it can open a new nest on top with the instruction PUSH,  it can open a new 
nest on the top identical to the former top nest with the instruction DUPL,  
or it can use the instruction POP to remove the top nest. The top nest cannot 
be POPPED unless it is already reinitialized, that is, unless it contains the 
null string, e. In Section 5 we shall see that this condition makes a difference; 
there are AFA schemata whose single tape machines define only regular sets 
but whose two-tape machines would define every recursively enumerable set 
if allowed to POP nonnuU nests. 
In order to avoid reproving the results of [6], [7], and [15] we should like to 
show that each of NI, ~w, and ~ are equivalent o a family of single tape 
automata with respect to the family of languages accepted. It is clear that 
instead of representing a string of nests as an ordered n tuple, (Yl .... , y,~) we 
could represent it as one string with appropriate separators: ylcy2c ... cyn, 
and change the definition o f f  and g accordingly. The natural f '  and g'would 
be defined by 
f ' (y lcy~c ... cy n , u) = ylcy~c .." cf(y,~ , u) and g'(ylcy~c ... cyn) = g(yn). 
The main difficulty is that g' would violate clause (2a) of the definition of an 
AFA schema, with g'(e) = g'(cec) and so on. That is, there would be no way 
for the machine to distinguish whether it was seeing the null string in the 
tenth nest or the first and so it could never know when the entire storage had 
been reinitialized to e. More colloquially, the machines cannot tell their 
"bottoms." It was noted in [6] that this condition, clause (2a), is needed for 
closure under concatenation and Kleene closure, though not for closure under 
the other AFL  operations (homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, inter- 
section with regular and union). 
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This difficulty would obviously be removed if we further modified g' to 
g" with g"(e) = {e} but  g"(c n) = {c} for n >~ 1. Now it is no longer obvious 
that the new single tape machines can be simulated by the old multitape 
machines. Indeed, the simulation can be carried out if, and only if, we are 
dealing with a nontrivial AFA schema; otherwise neither ~q~(~w) nor Se(~) 
is a full AFL. We postpone the proof for Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 in 
the next section. 
The proof that ~._q~(~s) i  a full AFL  is quite straightforward. We can 
clearly obviate the difficulty mentioned above if for each machine in ~f  we 
could find another machine in ~,  accepting the same language, and having a 
distinguished set of states which it enters when and only when it is in the 
bottom nest; such a new machine can tell whether it is in its bottom nest 
simply by the state it is in, without examining its storage. 
The construction is obvious. Indeed, for any M ~ ~w and k we can effec- 
tively find a k-tape machine M,  with the desired property and such that 
L(M)  -~ L(Mk)  if M is k-tape. For the instruction PUSH means open a new 
nest and POP if executed means the number of nests has been decreased. 
Hence, M~ can easily count in its finite state control the number of active 
nests and block if the number would go above k. The states of Mk are divided 
into k equivalence classes uch that M~ is in a state of the r-th class if, and 
only if, there are currently r active nests [i.e., M has an instantaneous descrip- 
tion (q, w, Yl .... , y,)]. Thus, we can show that SeI(~) is a full AFL. Indeed, 
we can echo the results of [15] to get the following theorem. 
TH~OP.~M 3.2. ~ J (~)  is a substitution closed fu l l  AFL. 
Proof. We have noted that L-Cf(~) is a full AFL. To show ~(~)  closed 
under substitution it is clearly sufficient o show it closed under bracketed 
substitutions of the form r(a) = [aLa] a, where each bracket [a, ] a is distinct and 
different from all symbols appearing in any L b . We assume that each L a has 
a ka-tape machine Ma and we are substituting into L(M)  where M is finite 
tape. The machine M for T[L(M)] is constructed as follows. M starts by 
turning M on, computing on e input (i.e., without consulting the input tape). 
Whenever Mr sees a symbol [a, it remembers the current state of M,  and 
turns M a on. During the computation of M a on L a , M counts the number of 
nests M~ opens, so that it can recognize an accepting configuration of M a . 
I f  it sees ]~ in a nonaccepting configuration it blocks (and likewise if [b 
appears before ]a ; if it sees ]a in an accepting configuration of Ma,  it turns 
off M a and returns to M computing on a. Any accepting configuration of 
M[(f ,  e, e) for final state f ]  is of course an accepting configuration for M, 
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and these are the only accepting configurations; of course, after recognizing 
a member of La and turning M on again, M makes sure that it does not accept 
until it has indeed imitated M on a. Then L(M)  -~ T(L(M)), and M is finite 
tape if M is finite tape. Note that this construction as given is effective only 
if we are told that each Ma is k~-tape or else there is an effective procedure to 
find ka given M~. 
The nested finite tape machines defined in [15] possess a little more 
information than ours do. In our definition, if M is in a configuration 
(q, w, Yl .... , y~) it only knows g(y~); in the other, it knows g(Yl),..., g(Y~). 
This difficulty can be eliminated by a tedious construction. Instead we show 
that £¢s(~) ___ S~(~(~) ) ,  which shows the models equivalent since in both 
cases we get the substitution closure of the single tape family. Since single 
tape machines are indeed finite tape, Theorem 3.2 yields that ~(LP'~(~))C 
~.Ws(~). The other half of our theorem is given by the following lemma which 
is also used in the next section to characterize ~¢w(~). Both the construction 
sketched in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and the one given in detail below are 
much simpler than the corresponding ones in [15] (although the ideas are the 
same) because the definitions in that paper, meant o cover the general multi- 
tape case as well as the case of finite nested tapes, are much more awkward 
when dealing with the nested case and cannot be easily extended to cover the 
general well-nested case. 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  M is in ~w, we can effectively find a single tape machine M1,  
a finite set Z1, a finite set T disjoint from 271, and a single tape machine M~for 
each a in T, such that if  ~'(a) = {a} for a in 21 and r(a) = {a} U L(Ma) for a 
in T, then 
(1) L(M)  = T~(L(M1)) ~ ~'1", 
(2) L(M)  :- L(M1) if _M is single tape, and 
(3) L(M)  ~-- r~-I(L(M1)) r~ 271" if M is k-tape for some k > 1. 
Proof. Let M be well-nested. By an effective construction we mean 
effective with respect o a given description of M and a given choice function 
for picking new symbols. Let M = (K1, Z1,8,  qo, F). For each p, q in K 1 
let (p, q) be a new symbol and let T = {(p, q) [ p, q E KI} and 278 = 271 u T. 
Let K 2 = K 1 u (K  1 × GM) , where G m ~ {z [ 8(q, a, z) :/: 0 for some q, a, z). 
Let M 1 = (Ks,  272,81, q0, F), where 51 is defined as follows. IV/1 has all the 
instructions of M that do not involve PUSH or POP. That is, if 
(q', u) ~ 3(q, a, z) and u ~/ ,  then (q', u) ~ 81(q, a, z). If (p, PUSH) ~ 8(q', a, z), 
then ((p, z), us) e ~l(q', a, z) and (q, us) ~ 51((p, z), (p, q), z) for all q s K1,  
where u~ is the instruction defined in clause (2b) of the definition of AFA 
643 /16/I -z 
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schema [i.e., f(x, u~) = x whenever z ~ g(x)]. I f  M is single tape, there are no 
PUSH instructions, so that L(M) = L(M1). On the other hand, if w is in 
L(M1) , and for each (p ,  q) in w we substitute some word wla such that 
(p, wl ,  e) ~- (q', e, e) and (q, POP) is in 3(q', a, e), then the result is in L(M). 
So we must define , ( (p,  q)) accordingly. Le t /be  new and let K~ ---- K 2 ~3 {/}, 
and let M,q = (K3,272,3,q, p, {/}), where 3~q is defined below. 
M~q imitates M on Z 1 as M 1 does. That is, 3(s, a, z) n (K 1 × I)  _C 3~q(s, a, z) 
for all s 6 K 1 and a ~ 271 u {e}. I f  (s~, PUSH) E 3(s, a, z), then ((s~, z), u~) 
3~q(Sl, a, z) and (s3, u~) E 3~q((s~, z), (sz, s3), z) for all s 3 ~ K 1 . Finally, for 
any rule (q, POP) ~ ~(q', a, e), M~q has (3~ u~) E 3~q(q', a, e). We let ,(a) = {a} 
for a ~ Z 1 , and , ( (p,  q)) =- {(p, q)} t3 L(M~q) for (p, q) ~ T. Clearly each 
T(a) and ~-((p, q)) is in oWs(~). 
Now wa is in L(M~q) for w ~ 27~*, a ~ 271 W (e}, if, and only if, there is a 
q' such that (p,  w, e) ~- (q', e, e) and (q, POP) 6 3(q', a, e) and during some 
computation of (p, w, e) m~- (q', e, e) no new nest is opened. I f  wa ~ 271" 
and L(M~) contains some word wa(#, ~)..., then M has a computation 
(p,  w, e )~ (p', e,y) in which no new nest is opened and ( i  b, PUSH)E  
8(p',  a, z) for some z ~ g(y).  Thus'r(L(M1)  u ZI* contains all and only words 
w for which M has some computation i  which at most two nests are open at 
the same time. Continuing, we can show by induction that for each n, w is in 
.r~(L(M1)) t~ 271" if, and only if, M has an accepting computation for w in 
which at most n + 1 nests are open at any time. I f  M is k-tape, then no com- 
putation and in particular no accepting computation ever has more than k 
open nests. Hence, if M is k-tape for k > 1, then L(M) = "r~-I(L(MO) and if 
M is single tape, L(M) = L(M1). Now be definition w is inL(M) if and only if 
there is some accepting computation for w. This computation must have some 
maximum number m of simultaneously open nests. I f  m = 1, then w is in 
L(Ma) and hence in ~-~(L(M1) ) for any r ~ 1. If  m > 1, then w is in "r~-~(L(M1)). 
Hence in any case, L(;vI) = -r°°(L(M1)) (~ ~1". 
Lemma 3.1 together with Theorem 3.2 yields the desired characterization. 
THEOREM 3.3. ~ I (~)  --  5~(~(~) ) .  
Since ~I (~)  is its own substitution closure and ~a1(~) is a full AFL  we can 
rephrase Theorem 3.2 as a characterization theorem for substitution closed 
full AFLs. 
THEOREM 3.3. The following are equivalent: 
(1) o,W is a substitution closed full AFL. 
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(2) There is a ful l  AFL  oW' such that .W = 5~(oW'). 
(3) There is a nested AFA (~, ~)  such that ~ = ~¢I(~). 
(4) There is a nested AFA (0, ~)  such that ~q~ = .Ws(~) = .LPI(~). 
COROLLARY. iTf ~ is finitely encoded, then oW±(~) is full  principal if, and 
only if, ~ I (~)  _= S cP~(~). 
Proof. I f~(~) : f i=  ~ i (~) ,  then ~,e~(~) is a full AFL  that is not substitu- 
tion closed; hence its substitution closure cannot be full principal [14]. 
Lemma 3.1 also gives the first half of the characterization theorem for 
o,q~w(~) we shall prove in the next section. 
THEOREM 3.4. LPw(~) C ~°°(L~(~)). 
4. CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS FOR WELL-NESTED AFA 
In this section our main goal shall be to show that oocP(~) is a superAFL and 
cFw(~) = ~9~oD(oW~(~)) if, and only if ~ is nontrivial. First we must show that 
oL, Cw(~) and ~¢(~) are full AFLs if, and only if, ~ is nontrivial. We could 
subsume this under the proof that they are superAFLs, except hat we also 
wish to show that if ~ is finitely encoded they are full principal. This involves 
showing that for ~ and ~ we can find equivalent single-tape AFAs which are 
finitely encoded if ~ is finitely encoded. 
As we mentioned before, the construction of the desired single tape AFA 
is trivial. The difficulty comes in showing that for each machine M in the 
original AFA, ~ ,  there is an equivalent machine in ~ which "knows its 
bottom." To show this we introduce the useful notion of "punctuation" 
which is crucial to the constructions of this section. I f  ~ is nontrivial, then 
there are instructions Uo, u 1 ,..., u n such thatf(e, Uo) ----- ~ ~ e, and 
F~(o~, ul ..... un) : Fn+l(e, Uo , ut ,..., u~) = e. 
So we shall use alternating nests with sole content e or o~ to encode desired 
punctuation or information such as: we are in the bottom nest. After picking 
up the encoded information we can eliminate the punctuation ests by using 
POP on e and ul ,..., u~ followed by POP on ~. We shall abbreviate the nest e 
by E and the nest a by A and use an expression like EAAE to represent the 
succession of nests: e, ~, ~, e. Clause (2a) of the definition of an AFA schema 
insures that although a machine cannot distinguish which nest is on the bot- 
tom, it can distinguish E from A; that is, g(e) (~ g(a) = O. 
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The details of manipulating the finite state controls of AFAs or one-way 
nondeterministic balloon automata re thoroughly documented in [6], [15], 
and [17]. In the constructions in this section we shall generally sketch the 
actions of the desired machines in words and omit the detailed formalism 
which usually would only obscure the idea of the proof. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (~, ~)  be a nontrivial nested AFA. There are nested AFA 
(6~1, ~1) and (~,  ~)  such that ~(~)  • ~8(~1) and ~q~w(~) = ~cp~(~2) 
and 6~ 1and Re are finitely encoded if ~ is. 
Proof. Let 6~ = (F, I, f, g). Let c be a new symbol. Let P = F ~3 {c} and 
i = I ~3 {DUPL, PUSH, POP}. Let 2(xcy) = g(Y) = g(Y) for y e / ' *  and 
y =J= e, let 2(xc) = {c}, and let 2(e) = {e}. Let f(xcy, u) = xcf(y, u) and 
f (y ,u)  =f (y ,u )  for y in / '*  and ue l .  Let f(x, PUSH)=xc  and 
f(xc, POP)=x for all x~(Fv{c})* ;  let f(xcy, DUPL)=xcycy  and 
f (y,  DUPL)  ----- ycy for y ~/ ' *  and y =/= e. Let f '  be the restriction of f to 
(F u {c})* × ( I  t3 {PUSH, POP)). Let 6~1 : (F, L f, g) and 6~ 2 : 
(F, I w {PUSH, POP},f ' ,  2). Clearly ~ and 0/2 are finitely encoded if 6~ is 
finitely encoded. We claim that they have the desired properties. 
We shall treat the two cases simultaneously since we note that ~2 is distin- 
guished from 6~ 1 precisely as ~w differs from ~:  the absence of the DUPL  
instruction. First we note that ~(~)_C ~q~8(~) and ~w(~)C ~s(~2).  All 
the instructions of 6g correspond exactly to the instructions of 0/1 and 6g 2 with 
the same name. One slight difference is that 6g 1 does not allow the instruction 
DUPL  to be applied to a null nest, that is, to e. But clearly any instruction 
(q', DUPL)  E 3(q, a, e) has the precise effect of (q', PUSH) ~ ~(q, a, e), so 
this restriction has no effect on the families of languages defined. The only 
other difference is that any instruction (q', u) in 3(q, a, e) must be represented 
as two instructions, (q', u) in 3'(q, a, e) and (q', u) in 3'(q, a, c). Otherwise 
any M in ~ translates directly into M '  in ~,  with the same transition func- 
tion and accepting the same set of languages, and M'  is in ~2 if M has no 
DUPL  instructions. 
The other half of the proof does depend on the fact that ~ is nontrivial 
so that we have available the punctuation ests, A and E. For any M in ~1 
we want to find M a in ~ accepting the same language and such that M 1 is in 
~w if M has no DUPL  instruction. We note that the only time M knows 
whether or not it is in the bottom nest is when it is in a nest with null storage; 
then e e g(Y) indicates that it is at the bottom and c e ~(y) indicates that it is 
not. So that is the only time M1 needs to find out where it is. 21//1 has five 
parts. 
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(1) Initialization. M 1 starts by putting down punctuation AE and then 
using PUSH to start a new nest and enter the initial state of M. That is, if 
qo is the initial state of M and q0 the initial state of M1, we have 
(q0, e, e) ~ (q0, e, % e, e). 
(2) Bottom Search. Any time M i notices its current nest is e, it examines 
the nests below. I f  the nest below is not E or if the two nests below are EE 
[see part (3) below] it returns to place, restoring any nests POPPED, and tries 
to execute some instruction (q', u) ~ 3(q, a, c) of M. I f  the two nests are AE, 
it restores them, returns to place and tries to execute some instruction 
(q', u) E 3(q, a, e) of M. 
(3) Simulation o f I  td {DUPL, PUSH}. M 1 imitates without change those 
instructions of M in I with nonnull storage. Before executing instructions 
with null storage M 1 examines the nests below as indicated in (2). Whenever 
M has a DUPL  instruction, so does M a ; this never takes place with null 
storage. Whenever M has a PUSH instruction, M 1 first lays down punctuation 
EE and then executes the PUSH instruction of M. 
(4) Simulation of POP. An instruction (q', POP) ~ 3(q, a, e) of M could 
not be executed, since M would be in its bottom nest; hence, we can assume M 
has no such instructions. An instruction (q', POP) ~ 3(q, a, c) in M corresponds 
to a computation (q, a, ylc "" ync) ~ (q', e, ylc "" Yn-KYn)" M1 tests whether 
it is in its bottom nest as described in (2). I f  it is in the bottom, it hangs u r 
Otherwise it POPs any punctuation ests below and returns control to M; it 
has either (q, a,..., y ,  , e, e, e) ~M~ (q , e,..., y,) or else (q, a,..., y,,  e) Ml (q ,e,...,y,). 
In the former case the nest just POPPED was initiated by a PUSH instruction 
and in the latter case by a DUPL  instruction. 
(5) Acceptance. I f  M 1 is in a final state of M with null storage it nondeter- 
ministically decides to examine the two nests below. If  they are AE it erases 
them and accepts. Otherwise it blocks. 
Hence, M 1 can imitate all the computations of M and accept precisely the 
same set of words; if M has no DUPL  instructions, neither does M1 • 
The preceding lemma combined with Theorem 3.1 gives us at once com- 
panion results for ~(~)  and ~w(~).  
THEOREM 4.1. ~q~(~) and ~w(~)  are full AFLs if, and only if, ~ is 
nontrivial. I f  ~ is nontrivial and finitely encoded, then ~(~)  and ~q~(~) are 
full principal AFLs. 
Proof. If  N is nontrivial, Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 yield our result. 
Now i f~  is not nontrivial, eitherf(e, u) = e for all instructions u, so that any 
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machine M always has null storage or else if M ever has nonnull storage it can 
never return to null storage and accept. In either case, .~8(~)must  be the 
regular sets. We can ignore any instructions u with f(e, u):7~ e. Hence, 
DUPL  and PUSH are always identical in effect, and so ~¢(~) = .~w(~). 
Piling up E nests causes an automaton to act like a counter that cannot dis- 
tinguish between 0 and 1. As noted in [6] the family of languages defined by 
such machines is not a full AFL  (akhough it is closed under homomorphism, 
inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets and union). 
The next theorem utilizes a construction similar to the one in Lemma 4.1 
but more complicated. In order to show closure under nested iterated substi- 
tution we must encode more than merely the fact that a nest is the bottom 
nest; however as long as the amount of information is finite it can be encoded 
in much the same way it is encoded in a pushdown store. 
THEOREM 4.2. I f  ~ is nontrivial, ~(~)  and ~w(~)  are superAFLs. 
Proof. We shall show this for .W(~); the construction will introduce no 
new DUPL  instructions and hence will also hold for ~w(~).  
We have seen that 0~(~) and -Ww(~) are full AFLs. Hence, it only remains 
to show them closed under nested iterated substitution. As before it is suffi- 
cient to consider bracketed substitutions. Namely, let M E ~ and L = L(M), 
L _C 271". For each a in /1 ,  let M a be in ~ and let [a and ]a be new symbols 
not appearing in 271 or any Mb. Let r(a) = {a} U [aL(M~) ]~ for a in 271, 
and r(b) = {b} elsewhere. Since ~(~)  is a full AFL  it suffices to show rm(L) 
in ~(9) .  
Again we assume that M and all the Ma use DUPL  only on nonnull nests. 
Let m be the maximum number of states of M or the Ma and let the states be 
ordered in some way. Let 271 = {al ,..., an}. In this case we shall use m + n + 4 
nests. The nest E m+n+4 will mean no change in status. AE m+n+a will mean that 
the nests for L lie below. EEAiE(n-i~+IAJE ~m-J)+l will encode state q~ of 
machine Ma~ ; EEA~E (n-i)+m+2 will encode ai. Let 272 contain 271 and all 
symbols appearing in the M~ ; the other symbols, the [~ and ]~ we shall call 
the bracket symbols. We construct M 1 to recognize ~-°°(L). M 1 will act in five 
phases, each controlled by the sort of input it sees; Phases (III) and (IV) have 
one subphase for each ai ; Phase (V) has a subphase for each pair (a~, a~.). M 1 
starts out in Phase (I) imitating M from the initial state of M. 
Phase (I) 
Input in 273 ~J {e}: M 1 imitates the behavior of M. 
Input [a, : M1 remembers the current state of M in its finite state 
control. It puts down AEm+~+3EEAiE (n-i)+~+2. In the 
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future, seeing AE ~+n+a will return control to (I). M 1 
remembers a i in its finite state control and proceeds to 
Phase (II), opening a new nest. 
Input ]~ : M 1 blocks. 
Phase (II) 
Input in 2J 2 t_) {e}: M z has some ai stored in its finite state control; it turns 
on M~ in its initial state and goes to Phase (III)~. 
Input [a;: M1 forgets previous ai in its finite state control and 
remembers a j .  It puts down EEA~E ('~-j)+~+2 and re- 
mains in this phase, opening a new nest. 
Input ]b : Mz blocks. 
Phase (II I) i  
Input G u {e}: 
Input [~:  
Input ]~, : 
Input ]a~ : 
In this subphase, ( I I I ) i ,  M 1 has turned on machine 
Ma,. It continues to imitate Ma~. Instructions in 
I k){DUPL} are imitated without change. When 
pushing down, M 1 first lays down punctuation Em+n+~. 
When popping, 3/1 first checks the nest below. I f  it is 
not E, M 1 stays there and continues imitating Ma~. I f  
it is, M 1 checks for E m+n+4. I f  it finds these nests, it 
pops them up in succession and continues in the nest 
below them. Otherwise, it blocks. 
I f  M 1 is imitating state q~ of M~,  it puts down 
EEAiE(~-i)+IA~E(~-k)+IEEAJE(~-J)+~+L Then it for- 
gets ai, remembers aj and goes to Phase (II). 
I f  21//1 is not in a final state of Ma~ and with null storage 
(e) it blocks. I f  it is, it examines the m q- n Jr 4 nests 
below. I f  they are not EEA~E (~-~)+~+~ it blocks. I f  they 
are, it POPs them all and then checks the m -k n q- 4 
nests below. I f  they are AE ~+~+a, then M 1 POPs them, 
returns control to M in the remembered state, 
and proceeds to subphase ( IV)/ .  I f  they are 
EEA~E(n-r)+IAJE (~-j)+l, where q~- is a state of Ma, ,  
then M 1 POPs them and goes to subphase (V)~.~ in 
state qj of M~.  Otherwise, M 1 blocks. 




Input e: M 1 imitates M acting on input from {ai, e}. If  it 
imitates M on input e((q', u)~ 8(q, e, z)) it stays in 
Phase (IV)/. As soon as it imitates M on input 
ai((q', u) e 8(q, ai, z)) it goes to Phase (I). 
Input in Z2 1 
Input [a or ]~} 3/1 blocks. 
Phase (V)r,i 
Input e: M 1 imitates Ma, acting on input from {ai, e}. As in 
Phase (IV)i, if it imitates Ma, on input e it stays in 
Phase (V)~.i. As soon as it imitates Ma~ on input ai 
it goes to Phase (III)~. Just as in Phase (III)~, instruc- 
tions in I u {DUPL} are imitated without change. 
When pushing down, M1 first lays down punctuation 
E m+"+~. When popping, M 1 first checks the nest below. 
I f  it is not E, the popped nest was opened by a DUPL 
instruction, so M 1 stays there and continues imitating 
M~.  If  the nest is E, M1 checks for E m+~+~. If  it finds 
these nests, it pops them up in succession and continues 
in the nest below them. Otherwise, it blocks. 
Input in Z 2 I M 1 blocks. 
Input [a or ]bt 
M a will accept only when it is in Phase (I) and in an accepting configuration 
of M. M 1 is using the pushdown mode to check that the brackets are nested, 
in the same way a pushdown store can recognize a Dyck set, and to remember 
the state it was in while checking a word of L(M~) when it finds a word of 
L(Mb) nested inside. The punctuation insures that when M 1 reads ]~ it will 
block unless it has just imitated an accepting configuration of M~, that is, 
recognized a member of L(M~). When inside innermost [a and ]a brackets, 
M a imitates M~. When outside all such nested brackets, it imitates M. Thus 
L(Mx) = ¢°°(L). 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 and Theorem 3.4 yield the desired characterization 
ofxew( ). 
THEOREM 4.3. ~o~(~) = ~oo(~¢s(N)) if, and only if, ~ is nontrivial. 
We can rephrase Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 to give characterization theorems 
for superAFLs. 
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THEOREM 4.4. The following are equivalent. 
(1) ~ is a superAFL. 
(2) There is a nested AFA (~,  ~)  with .W = £Y~(~). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let =LP be a full AFL.  Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) ze' = ~oo(~).  
(2) ~L~ °' = {r~(L) n R I r e ~,  a e r(a) e ~.ct,, R regular). 
(3) There is a nontrivial nested AFA ~ with 5f  = ~(~)  and 2t" = 
Zew(2). 
Theorem 4.5 allows us to prove for superAFLs in general a weak version 
of the Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir lemma for context-free languages [4]. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let 5~ be a full AFL.  I f  L e 5~°°(£P) -- .5~(5f), then there 
are strings u, v, w, x, y with vx ~ e such that for all k >~ O, uv~wxky e L. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5(3) there is a nontrivial nested AFA ~ with 
£¢ = ~(~)  and 5z°°(~) = &ow(~). Now i fL  is not in 5~(~°), then it cannot 
be recognized by any automaton in Ns. Let L = L(M), where M is well- 
nested and has r states. If  there is a k such that for each w eL,  M has an 
accepting computation for w in which at most k nests are open at the same 
time, then we can construct from M a machine M~ in ~s  such that L(M)  = 
L(M~). Hence, for every n there must be a word z eL (M)  such that every 
accepting computation for z has at least n open nests at some time. In partic- 
ular, take n ~ r z + 2. Let z be as described and consider some accepting 
computation for z of minimal length (i.e., no accepting computation for z is 
shorter.) By definition of z, this accepting computation has at least n open at 
some time. In an accepting computation every nest must have been PUSHed 
open in some state and later POPPed out in some state. If at least r ~ + 2 nests 
are open, two of them must have been opened in the same state and will be 
closed in the same state. That is we can factor z = uvwxy such that for 
appropriate states and storage strings ( f  is final): 
(qo, uvwxy, e) (q, vwxy, Yx ,..., Y~ , e) ~- (q, wxy, Yl ,--., Y~, Yl,.-., Y,,  e) 
~- ( p, xy, y l  ,..., Ys , Yl ,..., Y,) 
~" (P ,Y ,  Yl ,..-, Y,) 
~(f ,  e,e) 
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Furthermore, this computation is such that no nest y, is reached during the 
computation on vwx and no nest y~- is reached uring the computation on w. 
That is, we have: 
(q, v, e) ~- (q, e, Yl ,-.., Yt, e); (q, w, Yt, e) ~-- (p, e, Yt); 
(p, x,y ,  ,Yl  ,...,Yt) ~- (P, e,y,); and (P,Y,  Yl ,...,Y,) ~- (f ,  e, e), and t ~> 1. 
But then 
and 
(q, vv, e) ~- (q, e, Yl ..... Yt , Yi .... , Yt) 
(p, xx, Ys , Yl ,..., aJt , Yi ,..', Yt) ~" (P, e, Ys). 
Thus, we can find an accepting computation for UVkwxky for all h. If  vx = e, 
then (q0, uz~y, e) ~-- (q, wy, y~ ,..., Ys, e) ~-- (p, y, y~ ,..., y~) ~- (f, e, e) would 
be an accepting computation for z of shorter length. Hence, vx ~ e as desired. 
We notice that if a full AFL is full principal, so is its closure under nested 
iterated substitution. 
TrlEOI~M 4.7. l f  ~¢ is a full principal AFL, then 6~°°(~e) is full principaL 
Proof. I f  ~ is full principal, then by Theorem 3.1 we can find a nontrivial 
finitely encoded nested AFA (~, ~)  with S¢ = .W~(~). By Theorem 4.1, 
£¢w(~) is a full principal AFL;  by Theorem 4.3, £¢~(~) = #o0(~a). 
Finally, we use Theorem 4.7 to show that if a full AFL is not substitution 
closed, then its substitution closure is properly contained in its closure under 
nested iterated substitution. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If~La is a full AFL, let SPi(~ ) ---- ~¢, and for n ~ 1, let 
~n+i(~q¢) = {zi(L) [L e S~n(~-q~), each zi(a ) e S¢}. 
THEOI~M 4.8. I f  ~<¢ is a full AFL that is not substitution closed, 
then ~ C 6~(oW) C S~o~(~). 
Proof. I f  oZ' is not substitution closed, then there is a language L e ~¢, 
L _C 2:1" and a substitution 7 with 7(a) e ~a for a in 2: i such that z(L) is not in 
~¢. Let p = {L} u {~-(a)I a eL'i}. Let ~¢1 = ~(Q) .  Then ~c~a 1 is a full 
principal AFL [7]. Then ~-(L) e 6a2(~c¢1) --  ~¢. Hence by Lemma 2.2 of [14], 
~2n(~)  -- ~n(oW) 3 & 0 for all n. Now S~(~)  = ~3~ ~(~¢),  and ~(S¢) = 
Un 6P (~a) [15]. Hence, no 6P~(~ a) contains all of ~(~) .  But ~oo(~)  
contains all of 6~(£¢1) and is a full principal AFL. Let Li be a generator of 
~9~°(~). If L 1 e 6~(~), then L i e S~n(S¢) for some n, so that 6~(Sel)_C 
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59°°(~cP~) - ~-(L1) C 5k~(£P). But that is impossible. Consequently, 
L Ie  5Zoo(~) _ ~(.~).  
Example 
The one-way stack languages [8] form a full AFL ~ that is not substitution 
closed [13], [21]. Hence by Theorem 4.8, the substitution closure of ~ce is 
properly contained in 5~(~) ;  by Theorem 4.3, 5~°°(5~) is the family of 
languages accepted by one-way well-nested stack automata. Aho and Ullman 
[3] have shown that the indexed languages, ~ [1], [2] are a superAFL; this 
superAFL is full principal since it can be obtained from a finitely encoded 
nested AFA. We shall show that ~ is not in fact the least superAFL containing 
c~; that is, 5~oo(~ce) is properly contained in the indexed languages. The 
languageL = {a2"b~a "] n ~ 1} is an indexed language [it can be generated by 
the linear basic macro grammar S--~F(aa, b, aa), F(x, y, z)-+F(xx, yb, zz), 
F(x, y, z) ---> xyz; see [5] for details]. It is not a one-way stack language [20]. 
By Theorem 4.6, L cannot be in 5~oo(~qo) _ 5~(~.q~). It remains to show that L 
is not in 5~(~,q~). 
It remains to show that L is not in 5~(~9°). Observe that L has the property 
that, if R and S are any two finite sets with RS C L, then either #R ~ 1 or 
else #S ~ 1.3 We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.8 and show that if 
&° 1 is any full AFL such that L ~ 5~(~Lf~), then L ~ ~ (this holds for 
{a1(~)b~d ('~) { n ~ 1} whenever f is any one-one function from the positive 
integers into the positive integers). This will complete the demonstration, 
since i fL  ~ 5~(~q°), then L ~ .5~(& o) for some k and if2" ~ k, thenL ~ o@~,(~), 
so by induction we would haveL E 5¢. AssumeL -~ ~-(L1) , whereL 1 C 271" and 
is a substitution, with L 1~ and 7(c )~ for c in Z1. We can 
assume that ,(c) :/: ¢ and L 1 c~ XI*eXI* ~ q~ for each c in 271 . Suppose 
#z(c)~2 and xcyeL 1. If a~"b ~E~-(x) for k~l ,  then#z(cy)= 1. So 
we must have z(x) _C a*, ~-(y) _C a* and ,(c) ~ a*b*a*. Suppose a~b"a ~~ ~-(c). 
Then r (x )={a 2"-~} and T (y )= {b~"-~}. Hence if x'cy'eL1, then 
~(x') = ~-(x) and z(y')~-z(y).  Thus for every c ~21 with #z(c )~ 2, 
select some x~cy, in L~ (of course, x, or y~ or both may be the 
empty string). Let Z'~ = {d[#z(d)  = 1}. Let L~ = ~-(L l~Z'~*) and 
Ln = ~([,.)~-,v~ xocy~). Then L = L~ ~L~.  Now L~ involves a regular 
substitution since ~-(d) is regular for d ~ 273, and L~ involves substitution 
into a regular set. A full AFL is closed under both operations. Hence 
L ~ &o.  Consequently, we cannot haveL 6 5~(~) and thus L 6 ~t  - -  5k°~(~c¢). 
3 For a finite set R, let #R be the number of elements in R. 
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5. DECISION PROBLEMS 
In this section we shall show that if ~8(~)  has a decidable emptiness prob- 
lem then ~¢w(~) has a decidable emptiness problem, and that if in addition 
meets a condition we shall call "uniformly erasable" then it is decidable if 
M is finitely nested, and if it is, the maximum degree of nesting of M can be 
effectively calculated. We shall see that if ~ is not uniformly erasable, then, 
even if ~*(~)  is the family of regular sets, it may not be decidable if M in 
~ is finitely nested. 
All questions of decidability for a nested AFA must be with respect o a 
particular enumeration of machines. We shall proceed in the spirit of [17] 
and assume that we are dealing with an enumeration reflecting only the transi- 
tion structure of M(3 and F) and such that any manipulation of the finite state 
control of M can be effectively carried out by manipulations of names of 
automata. We assume that we are dealing with effective AFA schemata 
according to the following definition and all sets of states and symbols are 
countable and effectively enumerated. 
DEFINITION 5.1. (/', I, f, g) is an effective AFA schema if it is an AFA 
schema and /~ and 1 are countable and there are orderings, -7"* = 
{x0, x l ,  x 2 .... } and I = {u 0 , ul ,  u2 ,...} such that: 
(1) The function f defined as follows is partial recursive: f( i ,  j )  = k if 
f (x , ,  us) = x~, and f( i ,  j )  is undefined if f (x,, u~-) is undefined. 
(2) The functions gl and gv 2 defined as follows are total recursive: 
gx(i) = #g(xi)  ,
~2(i, j)  = 0 if xj ~ g(xi), 
and 
~2(i, j )  = 1 if xj ~g(x~). 
(3) xl = e. 
(4) There is a total recursive function 0(i) such that if x i ~g(xj),  then 
f ( j ,  0(i)) = j (i.e., 0(i) has the properties of u~j in the definition of an AFA 
schema). 
(5) There are total recursive functions /~1(i) and ~2(i, j)  such that if 
S~ = {xj[/~2(i, j)  = 0}, then 
(a) S~ C .F, 
(b) /~i(i) = #S, ,  
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(c) if x ~/"1", then if f (x ,  ui) is defined, f (x ,  ui) ~ (/"1 tJ Si)* (i.e., 
Si = -Pu t in the definition of an AFA schema). 
Informally, an effective AFA schema is an AFA schema in whichf  is partial 
computable (in both variables), g is computable (in the sense that we can 
decide the size ofg(x) and list its members if any) and all the sets and instruc- 
tions guaranteed to exist by the definition of an AFA can be effectively found. 
When we say that the emptiness problem is decidable for a certain class of 
machines, we mean that there is a uniform procedure for deciding for each M 
if L(M) = 4- We also assume that the input vocabulary 27 has an effective 
choice function for finding new symbols. 
THEOREM 5.1. I f  the emptiness problem is decidable for ~ ,  it is decidable 
for ~ .  
Proof. Let M = (K2,271,8, q0, F). The proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that 
we can effectively find M 1 ~ (1422, Z1 t_) K lxK1,  81, qo , F) and, for each 
p, q ~ K 1 machines M~q, all in N~ such that if ~-((p, q)) = {(p, q)} kJ L(M~q), 
then L(M) = .r°°(L(M1)) ~ ZI*. Then L(M)  ~ ~ if, and only if, there is a m 
such that "rm(L(M~)) ~ Zl* =/= 6. We use a procedure similar to the one in 
Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir [4] for showing that the emptiness problem is 
decidable for context-free languages. Since ~s  has a decidable emptiness 
problem, clearly we can tell for any finite Z 2 if ~((p, q)) (~ 272* = 4. First, if 
L(M1) n 271" =/= 4, then L(M)  =/= 4, since a ~ r(a) for a ~ 271- Now if 
L(M1) ~ 271" = 4, any accepting path must open at least one new path. 
Then let S~ = {(p, q) ] z((p, q)) n 271" =7(= 4}. IfS~ = ~ andL(M~) (~ Z~* = 4, 
no strings will be accepted since all accepting paths require new nests to be 
opened and no new nest can ever be POPPed shut. So we assume that S 1 @ ~. 
For each n ) 1, let Sn+l = {(P, q) [ T((p, q)) f~ (~1 kJ Sn)* x~ ~}. We always 
have SnC-Sn+I, and if Sn =Sn+l ,  then Sn=S~+~ for all k. But 
#S~ ~ (#K1) ~ for all n. Hence, there is a k ~ (#K1) 2 such that Se = Se+ 1 . 
Thus, S~ contains all (p, q) such that for some w, a, q', (p, w, e) ~ (q', e, e) 
and (q, POP) ~ 8(q', a, e). Consequently, L(M)  ~ ~ if and only if 
L(M~) n (271 u S~)* =/: 4. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let 0 /= (/", I, f, g) be an AFA schema. A string x E/"* 
is accessible if there are u 1 ..... u~ e l  such that F~(e, u 1 ..... un) = x. Cl is 
uniformly erasable if for each finite T' 1 we can effectively find finite I 1 and G 1 
such that if x ~/"1" is accessible, then there are v 1 ,..., v m ~ I 1 and z 1 ,..., 
z~o E G 1 such that F~(x, v 1 ..... v~) = e, and z 1 ~ g(x), and 
z~ ~ g(Fi-~(x, vl ..... vi_l) ) for 2 ~< i ~ m. 
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I f  an AFA is uniformly erasable we can erase any string to e without chang- 
ing the computing power of the AFA. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  ~ is uniformly erasable and the emptiness problem is 
decidable for ~ ,  it is decidable for any M ~ ~w if M ~ 91, and if M ~ 9 I, what 
is the maximum number of nests M opens in any computation. 
Proof. Let M = (K1,2:1,3,  q0, F), and let m = #K 1 . First we note 
that M is finitely nested if, and only if, M is at most m-nested. For it M opens 
m + 1 nests or more, at least two successive nests must be opened 
in the same state. That is, for appropriate states and strings: (q0, Wl, e) ~* 
(q, e, Yl,-.., Y~, e) (or else ~ (q, e, e)), and (q, w~, e) #- (q, e, x 1 .... , x~, e), 
where s ~> 1. Then for all t >/0,  M has a computation on wlw~  which has 
r + st nests open at the same time, so M is not finitely nested. Thus, if we can 
test whether M opens at least k nests for k = m + 1, m,..., 2, we can tell 
if M is finitely nested and if it is finitely nested, we can find the maximum 
number of nests. 
Let Im= {u [ (q', u) e 8(q, a, z), some q, a, z, q'}. For u e Z M find F~, as 
guaranteed in (5) of the definition of an effective AFA schema. Let Px = 
0U~IM/]," Note that if (qo, w, e) ~ (q, e, x), then x e/"1". Find 11 and G 1 as 
specified in Definition 5.2. Now let K'k----(Kxx{1 ..... k)) ~3 {f}, where 
f is new; and let M,  = (K.,, Z1,3~, (qo, 1), {f}), where 8k is defined as 
follows. Let (q', u) ~ 3(q, a, z). I f  
(1) u e l ,  then ((q', i), u) ~ 8k((q, i), a, z), 1 ~ i ~ k; if 
(2) u = POP, then ((q', i), POP) E 3~((q, i + 1), a, z), 1 ~ i ~ k, and if 
(3) u = PUSH,  then ((q', i + 1), PUSH) e 3k((q, i), a, z), 1 ~ i ~k,  and 
(Z k), a, 
Finally, for all z in G1 and u in Ix, (f, u) ~ 3k(f, e, z) and (j~ POP) ~ 3(j~ e, e). 
These rules insure that all nests can be erased and then POPPed. Then M 
opens at least k + 1 nests if and only ifL(Mk) z/z ¢. Since Mk can be effecti- 
vely constructed from M, we are done. 
I f  ~ is not uniformly erasable, then even if ~s  has a decidable mptiness 
problem and ~ is nontrivial, it may not be decidable whether well-nested 
machines are finitely nested. For let L C 2:1" be some generator of the 
recursively enumerable sets. Let A, D, E, UL be new symbols. Let 
P = Z 1 U{A,  D}, I = Z 1 k) {A, E, e, uL}, g(xa) ={a} for ae27x ,  
g(e) = {e), g(A) = {A}, g(D) ---- {D) and let g be undefined elsewhere. Let 
f (x ,  a) = xa for a ~X I , f(x,  e) = x for all x, f(e, A) = A, f (A ,  E) = e, 
and f (x ,  UL) = D if x eL;  let f be undefined elsewhere. The instructions 
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in Z 1 allow a word in Zl* to be written on the storage. The instruction uz is 
an "oracle" for L. It causes the machine to hang up if the storage is not a 
word in L. Otherwise the storage is erased and the single symbol D is written. 
But storage D can never be changed and in particular can never be erased. 
The instructions _//and e are the minimal instructions necessary to give us a 
nontrivial AFA schema. 
Only the strings A and e can be erased; any other storage contents will 
never lead to acceptance. Hence, to decide i fL(M) = ~, we can eliminate all 
instructions other than e, A or E; L(M) is regular and we can use standard 
methods to decide the emptiness problem. 
Note that for every recursively enumerable set S there is a M ~-@s such 
that S = L'(M) = {w I 3 final state f, (q0, w, e) ~- (f, e, D)}. Thus, if we add 
instructions to make -@ uniformly erasable, we would get all recursively 
enumerable Sets; similarly if we allowed nonempty nests to be POPPed. We 
can tack on to any M ~ -@8 instructions which from an instantaneous descrip- 
tion (f, e, D) start PUSHing open arbitrarily many new nests. Then the new 
machine, M' ,  will be finitely nested if, and only if, L'(M) = ~, and the latter 
is undecidable. Similarly, for any k we can find M k such that M k has at most 
k nests if, and only if, L'(M) -= 4,. 
Thus we see that, not surprisingly, different AFA can generate the same 
family of languages and yet have different decision properties. 
DEFINITION 5.3. An AFA schema (7/is a representation for £~a if ~o = 
~08(~), where (6g, -@) is the corresponding AFA. It is an effective representation 
if 6g is an effective AFA schema. 
DEFINITION 5.4. A property P defined on ~ is decidable for 2~0 if there is 
an effective representation ~ for ~ with corresponding AFA (5, -@) such 
that it is decidable for M ~ -@8 whether L(M) has property P. 
Using Definition 5.4 we can rephrase Theorem 5.1: 
THEOREM 5.3. I f  the emptiness problem is decidable for a full AFL  L- a, it 
is decidable for S~o~(~). 
Proof. Let ~7/be an effective representation f L~ a with a decidable mpti- 
ness problem. Then the emptiness problem is decidable for -@w. We can use 
the construction in Lemma 3.1 to find an effective AFA (51, -@i) with 
~a*(-@l) = Sew(-@); from the construction it is evident hat-@18 has a decidable 
emptiness problem if ~w does. But SP~o(~)= ~9~(~e8(-@))= ~aw(-@)= 
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We note that since every superAFL contains all context-free languages, 
we have the usual theorems on undecidable properties. 
THEOI~M 5.4. For any full AFL ~¢: 
(1) I f  ~e is not substitution closed, then for L ~ 6f°°(coW) it is undecidable 
i lL  ~ ~9~( Ae). 
(2) I f  ~ is not a superAFL, then for L ~ df°°(~) it is undecidable if 
Le~.  
(3) It is undeddable if a member of ~°°(~LP) is regular. 
6. REPRESENTATIONS AND INVARIANT OPERATIONS 
We have noticed that some of the results of the previous ections hold for 
any nontrivial representation f a given family of languages whereas others 
depend heavily on properties of a particular epresentation. This brings up 
the question of which properties are independent of the representation used, 
and in particular raises the question of invariance of operations. 
We can define effective closure under operations in the spirt of [11]. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let (5, 2)  be an effective AFA. Let O(L 1 ,...,L~) be an 
operation on languages. We say that 2 s (2  s, 2 w, 2 ,  respectively) is effectively 
closed under operation 0 if there is a uniform, recursive procedure to find for 
each M 1 .... , M n ~ 2 8 (2  ~, 2 .°, 2 ,  respectively) a _~r in 2 s (2J, 2 w, 2 ,  
respectively) such that L( M) ~ O( L( M1) ),... ,L( Mn) ). 
The import of our previous theorems is that for any nontrivial effective 
AFA (6~, 2),  2 8, 2f ,  2 w and 2 are effectively closed under the six defining 
operations for full AFLs; that 2 I, 2 w and 2 are effectively closed under 
substitution; and that 2 w and 2 are effectively closed under nested iterated 
substitution (the proofs for ~ I  were not constructive as given, but alternative 
constructions could be supplied). This suggests that substitution and nested 
iterated substitution are in some sense AFA invariant operations, just as the 
six defining operations are; that is, there is a manipulation on AFA (such as 
obtaining ~w from 2 s) which applied to any effective representation not only 
yields the desired closure property but is such that the resulting family of 
machines is effectively closed under the operation or class of operations 
under consideration (strictly speaking, substitution is a class of operations, 
not a single operation). 
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It seems an interesting and important open problem to formulate a precise 
definition of "AFA invariant" and study which operations or classes of opera- 
tions are AFA invariant in the way that substitution and nested iterated 
substitution (and intersection; see [15]) are AFA invariant. An example of 
an operation which does not seem to be AFA invariant is reversal. ~We can 
extend the definition of erasable as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.2. An AFA schema (F , / , f ,  g) is uniformly reversible if there 
is a uniform effective procedure that yields for all Uo~I , and g~g(F*) ,  
instructions u 1 ..... un ~ I and strings z 1 ,..., z,, ~g(F*),  such that if x is acces- 
sible, z 6 g(x) andf(x,  Uo) is defined, then Fn+l(x, uo , u 1 ,..., un) = x and for 
0 ~ i ~ n, z~+l ~ g(Fi+l(x, uo, ul ..... u~)). 
Thus an AFA is uniformly reversible if not only can each accessible 
string be erased but it can be erased in a step by step manner. Clearly a 
uniformly reversible AFA is effectively closed under reversal since we can 
in effect run the machines backward; that is, let the initial state be final, the 
final states reached in one step from a new initial state and each rule (q', u) in 
8(q, a, z) replaced by a series of rules going from q' to q reversing the effect of 
u on any x with z 6g(x); we can effectively find such a finite series for any 
U, g.5 
But we have seen that even the regular sets have effective AFA representa- 
tions that are not erasable, let alone reversible, and cannot be made reversible 
by adding suitable instructions that do not affect computational power. 
Further some full AFLs with decidable emptiness problems closed under 
reversal cannot have any uniformly reversible representation. For example, 
le t~ 1 = ~({a~b m [ n > m > 1}) and ~2 = ~({ a~bm ]m > n > 1}). Neither 
is closed under reversal [6] but the reversals of members of the one lie in the 
other. Thus, ~ = ~,~(-W 1 u ~cP2) is closed under reversal; ~ is properly 
contained in ~'({a~b ~ ]n ~ 1}). No representation for ~ can be uniformly 
reversible since any representation must have instructions that allow it to 
"count"; if these can be uniformly reversed, step by step, a machine could 
not only tell if n > m or n < m, but also if n = m and so define {anb ~ [ n ~ 1}. 
There are effective representations for the regular sets that are so patholog- 
ical as not to be effectively closed under reversal. Given a Turing machine 
M with an undecidable halting problem and input vocabulary 1", we can 
find a series of recursive sets L 1 ..... L n ,... (i.e., there is a Turing machine 
which decides for any w and integer i if zo is in L~) such that each L i is empty 
The reversal of a word is the word read backwards ; the reversal of a set of words 
is the set of reversals of its words. 
s Ginsburg and Harrison have a similar result for a different condition [9]. 
643/I6/I-3 
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or contains an unsymmetric encoding of a halted computation for 1 i+1, and 
L¢ 5~ ~ if and only if M halts on 1 i+1. TheLi are regular sets, so we can add to 
any representation f the regular sets oracles for Li ,  i.e., instructions us with 
f(x, ui) = e if x eLi andf(x, ui) undefined otherwise; the new AFA will still 
define only regular sets. But now we have an effective AFA with an undecida- 
ble emptiness problem and not effectively closed under reversal (essentially 
because there is no uniform way of knowing which regular set is equal to L~). 
Thus, we conjecture that reversal is not an AFA invariant operation. 
Since Aho and Ullman have shown that the indexed languages can be 
obtained from the context-free languages by nesting the standard pda 
representation for the context-free languages, and since the work of Aho [1] 
and [2] and Fischer [5] seem to indicate that the indexed languages rather than 
the stack languages are the natural next extension of the context-free languages 
(they have a convenient grammar, the OI Macro grammar [5] and like the 
context-free languages are a superAFL though not the least superAFL 
properly containing the context-free languages), it would be desirable to have 
an operation or class of operations which together with the AFL operations 
yield ~¢(~) from 5¢~(~) for any representation. This is not the case. 
By nesting a suitably selected effective representation f the context-free 
languages, with a decidable mptiness problem, we can obtain the recursively 
enumerable sets. We can clearly find an effective numeration of the context- 
free languages, L 1 , L2 .... , Ln .... such that not only the membership but also 
the emptiness problem is decidable for that enumeration. Now if we add 
oracles for the L i (again f(x,  ui) = e if x eL i ,  undefined otherwise) to any 
standard pda representation f the context-free languages we obtain a new 
representation for the context-free languages whose emptiness problem is 
still decidable. Call this representation (5, ~). Now 5¢(~) does not have a 
decidable mptiness problem. It is easy to see that ~a(~) will contain the 
intersection of any two context-free languages (to see if x eL  i XL j ,  write 
down x, duplicate and use first an oracle for Li and then one for L~) and so all 
recursively enumerable sets [8]. 
Thus, we see that the decidability of the emptiness problem for ~s does 
not imply the corresponding result for ~,  even if ~ is uniformly erasable. 
Furthermore the study of nested AFA cannot solve the open question of 
finding AFA-invariant operations leading from the context-free tothe indexed 
languages in the way nested iterated substitution leads from the regular sets 
to the context-free languages. Of course, if ~1 and ~ are any full AFLs with 
~1 C ~ and ~ full principal and L 2 is any generator of 4 ,  if we define 
0(L) = L u L~, then ~ is the closure of ~ under 0 and the AFL operations 
and a representation for ~¢~ can always be obtained from one for ~ by adding 
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an oracle for L~. We should wish our definition of AFA-invariant and opera- 
tion closure to exclude such trivial cases. 
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